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Everything
but ordinary
The Austrian Wood Composer
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Innovative spirit with traditional roots.

unparalleled diversity. Furthermore, we strive

Luxury veneers.

continuously to develop and to offer new and
Located in Rosenau in Upper Austria, RoHol

remarkable luxury veneer surfaces. In this sense,

More than 100 precious species of wood in many

brings you cutting-edge processing of high-

we see ourselves as a perpetual supplier of

different surfaces, gradings and structures from the

grade timber, all the way from tree trunk to

ideas for ambitious quality veneer solutions.

RoHol company available.

topquality furniture.

Also available as a composite fixed veneer.

Producing an architecturally-sophisticated,

Fleece-It.

individually-customized design is just as
important to us as finding solutions for

represents a selection of the finest most

innovative visions. We offer, not only the

popular veneers pressed on fleece for immediate use.

highest-quality of products, but also, an

In defined format for simple processing of noble
veneers.

Luxury veneered boards.

Design & Diversity.
Interior Design made by Austria.

Everything from MDF to fireproof boards, from
blockboards to plywood and special constructions.

Manufactured products.
Working hand-in-hand with our clients to develop

Preserving values for generations.

and implement individual requirements e.g. combining
our natural material, wood, with different metals,

From the heart of the national park to the homes

synthetics or insulating materials.

of our customers our company has been
successfully operating as a reliable family-run

Sauna & Spa.

business for almost 35 years. RoHol stands
for top quality, individuality, customization and

We provide sophisticated designs with innovative

appealing designs. Made by Austria.

technical solutions using SaunaPly and SPress© naturally with formaldehyde-free glue.
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WoW - „Wood on walls“.
The planks of raw natural wood are resource-friendly,
easy to handle and the top-quality processing produces
a surface which is warm and appealing and integrates
perfectly into timeless interior designs.

End grain veneer.
From a technical point of view, this remarkable-looking
veneer, is created by merely changing the cutting angle.
From an optical point of view, a whole new world of
design possibilities unfold.

Mountain Line.
The use of genuine natural materials is currently in
trend and there are endless possibilities for featuring,
not just wood, but also natural stone in various interiors.

Crack.
Crack´s strong structure presents a unique experience
for the senses. Streaks of the colours brown, black or
white, flow through the marked crevices and create a
truly exceptional veneer surface.

Galaxy.
Wonderfully warm high-grade timbers really start to
shine at RoHol. With the help of black light, our wood
becomes a dazzling highlight in any interior.

RoHol Vertriebs GmbH
Hauptstraße 31, A-4581 Rosenau/Hengstpaß
Tel.: +43 (0) 7566 / 600 – 0
Fax: +43 (0) 7566 / 600 – 37
office@rohol.at

Opening hours
Monday till Thursday: 08:00 - 17:00
Friday: 08:00 - 15:00
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